Editorial

Mobile Phone for Mental Health

The rapid growth of information communication technology (ICT) has brought new hope for people with mental illness who were beyond health and social service for long time. It has transformed the health service for many Low and Middle Income Countries and most of the governments are motivated to incorporate information communication technology for health sector. As the developing countries are stressed with high demand in contrast to low resources, here, mental health hardly receives adequate attention overcoming all the other priority issues. However, evidence revealed more than 75% of the affected people with mental disorders live in this region and in the least resource area about 90% of the affected people do not get their required care [1].

Despite the resource constrains Telecommunication sector has gone through explosive growth in the developing countries like all over the world. Almost every family possess a mobile phone and the mobile network covers most of the part of the world. Mobile phone and internet is connecting people all over the world and giving the opportunity to reach mass people within a minute. Information communication based mental health service can be considered one of the best available options in this regard. Hence, it is time to utilize this device to ensure adequate care for those who were beyond the boundary of the usual health service and overcoming the challenges of inadequate number of trained mental health care professionals, insufficient fund and wide geographic area coverage. A mobile phone based mental health service has the potential to help patients living in isolated or rural areas. Moreover, the service is cost effective as it removes the cost of traveling and time of waiting for the appointment of psychiatrists or psychologists. From the personal experience and research evidence it can be noted that establishing a mobile based mental health service requires minimum funding and other resources to implement. In most of the cases, this type of mental health services are provided around the clock so that patient or clients get the privilege to contact with the psychiatrist or psychologist when they need it most or in emergency situation for a crisis intervention [2]. People carry mobile phone all the time and a service with this tiny device is the most comfortable and convenient for them. Crisis intervention with mobile phone can be more effective and desirable for the emergency situation such as after being the victim of sexual harassments or in dealing with suicidal ideation when people are shy to talk and to seek help from others through a face to face conversation. Moreover, clients feel more comfortable to talk over phone about the sensitive and stigmatized issues such as the sexual dysfunction. A regular Short Text Message (SMS) can reduce stigma about psychiatric disorders and it has the potential to improve the adherence to the treatment [3, 4]. Moreover, mobile apps and sensors all are helping to collect data, disease monitoring, predicting and treatment [5,6].

Telepsychiatry service has been serving people for the last few decades and the developed countries had targeted the video conference based service. However, it is the high time to target the poor who have a basic mobile phone and is living in the low resource settings. So far, mobile phone based mental health service is making a huge contribution in improving the global mental health scenario though a long way still to go.
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